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09. INTERNET 
1. Compare of HTTP and HTML.  

   Hyper Text Transfer Protocol(HTTP) is a standard protocol used for 
communication between client (Browser) and  server (Web server).  

 
 Hyper Text Mark up Language (HTML ) is programming language used for 

developing web pages.  
 

2. What are internet,  extranet and intranet? 

Internet is an interconnected system of several networks and individual devices. 

Intranet is considered as a private computer network similar to internet using TCP/IP 
for sharing resources within an organization. 

If the intranet is allowed to communicate with some computers that are not part of the 
organization is known as Extranet. 

3.  What are the components require for connect a PC to Internet? 

 a). A computer with Network Interface card. 

 b). Modem 

 c). Telephone Connection (Now cable connection is also available) 

 d). An internet account given by an Internet Service Provider(ISP) 

 e). Software like web browser, client software foe chat , e. mail etc.. 

4. What are different types of internet connection available? 

   Internet connectivity is based on speed of the connection and technology used. They 
can broadly classified in to dial up, wired broad band, and wireless broad band.  

   a). Dial Up connection:  It uses telephone line and dial up modem connection is made 
by dialing . It  has a speed of 56kbps.  

   b). Wired Broadband connection:  It is “always on” type connectivity with high band 
width.  Common types of Wired Broadband connection are,  

 1). Integrated Service Digital Network(ISDN): It has a transfer rate of 2Mbps. It 
is capable  of transferring voice and digital data. 

 2). Cable Internet: It uses co-axial cables of cable TV network for data transfer. A 
cable  modem is used to connect cable network and computer. Its band width is about 
10Mbps. 

 3). Digital Subscriber Line( DSL): It uses telephone line to transfer data and 
voice. Commonly it uses Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line(ADSL) technology to allow a 
speed up to 24 Mbps. 
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 4). Leased Line:  It is a dedicated line used to transfer data with speed up to 100 
Mbps. 

 5). Fibre To The Home(FTTH): It uses optical fibre from ISP to users home. By 
using light  signals , it has a very high band width. A Network Terminal Unit(NTU) is 
installed at homes which connect computers through FTTH Modem. 

   c). Wireless Broadband connectivity:  

    1). Mobile Broadband: It used in mobile devices like mobile phone, tablets etc in 
which modem is built in or USB dongle is used. It allows freedom to use internet on 
move. It uses cellular network to data transfer. Its speed increases with generations like 
2G, 3G, and 4G. 

    2). Wi-MAX: Worldwide interoperability for Microwave Access combines  the benefits of 

wireless and  broadband.  It has a bandwidth up to 70 Mbps to a range of 45 KM. 

   3). Satellite Broadband: Very Small Aperture Terminal(VSAT) dishes and transceiver 
are used to  communicate with satellite. A modem links the transceiver to computer. Its 
speed is up to 1Gbps  and is more expensive one.  

5. Compare Dial up connection and wired broad band connection 

Dial up Wired broad band 

Slow  speed up to 56 Kbps High speed, Starts from 256 Kbps 

Requires dialing to connect ISP Always on connection 

Telephone line is exclusively in 
use 

Simultaneous use of voice and 
internet 

Uses dial up modem Uses broad band modem 

 

6. What are the different internet access sharing methods? 

   Internet connection can  be share d using, 

 a). Using LAN:  It can be either by connecting devices directly to router or using 
Hub/Switch  hardware and proxy server or operating system features to share internet 
among other devices. 

 b). Using Wi-Fi network: It is short distance (up to 100M) data transmission 
method using Wi Fi  router or wireless network access pint(Hot spot). It is less secure 
than wired connection. 

 c). Using Li-Fi network:   It is a fast optical version of  Wi Fi. Here data signal is 
converted in to light by an LED and photo detector  is used as receiver.  

    Advantages: 

i) Speed up to 100 Mbps. 
ii) It can use in aircraft and hospitals where radio waves may cause interference  
iii) It can used in underwater where Wi Fi can not be used 
iv) It can’t penetrate walls. So has much security 
v)  

  Disadvantages:  
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     i).  It has only line of sight communication. 

 

 

6. What are the services given by Internet? 

    a). World wide Web(WWW): It is a system of interlinked hyper text document 
accessed via internet. It is a huge client-server system with millions of clients and 
servers.  Each server maintain a collection of documents that can access using a URL. 
WWW works by establishing hyper text links between documents anywhere in the 
internet.   

    b). Search engines:  search engines websites are special programs to help people  to 
find information available on WWW. It searches WWW for possible key words by using 
programs like crawler/spider or robots and make indexes of web pages containing that 
keywords and saved in its server. When a user search with a key word, the search 
engine software searches its server and show a list of URLs matching the search to the 
user. So search engine does not search the entire WWW and only in its server  and we 
get immediate result. 

  c). e-mail: e-mail is used to exchange digital data between devices over internet. An e-
mail address has two parts.  First part is the user name and second part is the domain 
name, both are separated with @ symbol. 

Eg.  hsslivein@gmail.com 

  Emails can access using websites like gmail, yahoo etc..  or by using e-mail client 
softwares like Microsoft outlook, which allows send, receive and organize   e. mails. For 
this they uses Post Office Protocol(POP) 

d). Social Media: 

    It refers to the use of mobile and web based technology through which individuals and 
communities  can create , share, discuss and modify content.  Social media is classified 
in to, 

      i). Internet forums: It is an online discussion website where people can engage in 
conversations in the form of posted messages. Each discussion is known as a thread 

      ii). Social Blogs: Blog(Web Log) is a discussion or informational website contains 
entries /posts in reverse chronological order. It may be comments about a subject , 
personnel diaries, advertisement etc.. 

eg:- www.hsslive.blogspot.in 

      iii). Microblogs: It allows the user to exchange short sentences, individual images or 
video links. It offers a communication mode that is spontaneous and can influence 
public opinion.  

           Eg. Twitter 

      iV). Wikies:  Wikies allow people to add content or edit existing information in a web 
page to form a  community document. 
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      v). Social Network:  It allows people to build personal web pages and then connect 
with friends to communicate and share content. We can share text, images videos etc. 
and commend to the post.  

          Eg. Facebook.com, linkedin.com 

 

      vi). Content communities:  Content communities are websites that organize and 
share content like photos, videos, etc.  

          eg. Youtube.com  

7. What are advantages and disadvantages  of e-mail? 

Advantages 

  i). Speed  ii). Easy to use  iii). Provision of attachment of text and multimedia  iv). 
Reduce paper usage(environmental friendly), v). easiness to replay  vi). Low cost  vii). 
Available every where any time 

Disadvantages 

  i). e-mails may carry viruses 

  i). Unwanted messages may consume a lot of space and time 

8. What are the sections of an e-mail? 

  i).  To: A box to type primary recipient address. 

  ii). Cc(Carbon Copy): To type addresses of secondary  recipient address. 

 iii). Bcc(Blind Carbon Copy): To type addresses of tertiary  recipient address. These 
addresses can’t  

      displayed in primary and secondary recipient’s messages. 

  iv). Subject: to type the subject of the message. 

  v). Content: To type the original message 

  vi). Attachment: the sender can attach text or multimedia content here. 

10. What are the  advantages and disadvantages of Social Media? 

    Advantages:  

     i). Bring people together  ii). Can plan and organize events  iii). Business promotion        

    iv).  Can express  social skills 

Disadvantages 

   i). Intrusion to Privacy   ii). Misuse of private information iii). Addiction  iv). Spread 
rumors 
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11. What is mean by cyber security? What is its need? 

   Security to computer networks is important because important data can be lost and 
privacy can be violated or work can be interrupted.  

 Some important threats to computer networks are, 

  a).  Computer virus:  It is a program that attaches itself to another program  or file to 
spread from one  computer to another. A virus might replicate itself, corrupt or delete 
data on our computer. A virus spread to computers when the file to which virus is 
attached is transferred to that computer via USB, network or by e-mail.  

b). Worms:  It is a malware Which can replicate itself and spread to computers by file 
transferring. A worm      can transfer itself without the help of a file to attach. It slow 
down the data transfer by using the band width to spread. It also spread as e-mails by 
using the contact address of the e-mail address book. 

c). Trojan Horse: It is appear to be a useful program but once it is installed , it will do 
damages to the computer like deleting or altering files. It may also make path(back door) 
in computer through which illegal users can access personnel information from 
computer through network.  Trojan can’t do not self-replicate.  

d). Spams : Spams are junk messages send to email users by collecting address from 
internet services. They may be for product or service promotion. Clicking on links in 
spams may lead to viruses. 

e). Hacking: Unauthorized access to system is known as hacking. Computer experts 
performing hacking to   reveal weakness in computer and network is known as white 
hat hackers and such hacking is known as ethical hacking. 

  Computer criminals break into secure networks to destroy data , illegal use of data for 
profit, or making network unusable are known as black hat hackers. 

f). Phishing: It is an attempt to get information such as username, password, credit 
card details by posing as original website like bank etc. Phishing website have home 
page similar to original site.  The act of creating such misleading site is known as 
spoofing. It is mostly using for financial crimes. 

g). Denial of service (DOS) attack: Its aim is to shut down the target server to 
preventing service to the genuine users. A DOS attack using previously attacked 
computers known as zombies, to send huge number of request to the target server until 
it collapses.  

h). Man- in – Middle attack:  If the sender of a communication without proper security, 
transmits information, attackers can secretly intercepts it and insert message or modify 
the message during transmission. If a user uses such a computer for bank transactions, 
the man in middle may capture the bank account number and password to steal money. 
Encrypted connections like HTTPS, SFTP etc. can use to avoid it. 

12 How can we prevent cyber treats? 

    a). Firewall: Firewall is a system of computer hardware and software that provides 
security to the computers in an organization. It controls the incoming and outgoing 
network traffic and deny malicious data from entering in to the computer. 
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    b). Antivirus Scanners: Antivirus tools scans files and programs for known malware 
like viruses and remove them or store them in quarantine area to preventing them from 
execution.  

   c). Cookies:  Cookies are small text files created when we browse a website. It may 
remember our username, password etc.. so hackers can use them for their malicious 
purpose. They use cookies as spyware to keep track our activities in system. So cookies 
should be frequently removed. 

 


